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Introduction 

Bookkeeping in small firms is a highly institutionalised practice (Burchell et al., 1980; Miller,              
1994) with many techniques, scripts and schemas from the 15th century still recognizable             
today (cf. Cameran & Pettinicchio, 2010). In most countries, the double-entry system,            
originally developed by merchants (Littleton, 1981[1933]), is the standard, regardless of firm            
size, meaning that economic transactions are systematically recorded and organised according           
to chronology and type of transaction, based on an underlying logic of balance (Littleton,              
1928) in which every transaction has two sides (a debtor and a creditor). An associated               
conceptual apparatus has emerged over time, taking major steps in the 19th and early 20th               
century (Littleton, 1928; Mattesich, 2007), creating a powerful, unitary system for recording,            
reporting and thus understanding organisations.  

Since the 1980s, however, a number of innovations based on digital technology has opened up               
for a a deep transformation of bookkeeping practices among these firms. Apart from moving              
bookkeeping from physical books to a computerised environment, contemporary accounting          
software intended for small firms is typically constructed in such way that a user need not                
understand the underlying logic of double-entry bookkeeping or even central accounting           
concepts. This has allowed users to attach different meanings to bookkeeping practices and             
systemic knowledge to be situated among other categories of actors than those practicing             
bookkeeping.  

In this paper, we explore the role of different generations of accounting software firms as               
agents of institutional change, shaping the trajectory of this institutional transformation as it             
takes place in the Swedish context. Institutional change has been a recurring topic in              
accounting research that, although more often focusing on financial reporting practices and            
large organisations than bookkeeping practices among small firms, stresses a diverse set of             
drivers of change, such as functional needs arising from technological and economic            
development (e.g., Littleton, 1981[1933]), changes in an economy’s mode of production (e.g.,            
Bryer, 2000) or emphasis on circuits of capital (e.g., Müller, 2014), and changing underlying              
conceptions of the firm (e.g., Müller, 2014; Zambon & Zan, 2000). Despite having deeply              
affected the way bookkeeping and accounting is practiced over the last half century, the role               
of digital technology in the development of the enactment of accounting as an institution is               
surprisingly unexplored. 

The issue at stake here is whether and and how innovation by accounting software firms can                
explain the process of the transformation of the highly institutionalised and regulated            
institutional practice of small-business bookkeeping, and what aspects of this process that is             
shaped by such innovation as opposed to, for example, general technological development.            
The paper contributes with insights about the role of software developers and technological             
development in transforming small-firm bookkeeping practices. More specifically, we suggest          
that technologies are carriers of institutional logics and can be seen as agents with the               
potentiality to change logics, norms and regulation associated with the institutions to which it              
is introduced. However, introduction of a technology to a highly institutionalised practice will             
require the its institutional logic to align with institutional logics familiar to its potential users               
(whether internal or external to the institution) and entrepreneurial action by its promoters to,              
among others, configure the users to the new technology.  
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Theoretical framework 

This section covers, first, institutional theory and institutional change, and, secondly, the role             
of innovation and technology in institutional change. 

Institutions and institutional change 
[C]hange poses a problem for institutional theorists, most of whom view institutions as             
the source of stability and order. If the nature of the actors and their modes of acting                 
are constituted and constrained by institutions, how can these actors change the very             
institutions in which they are embedded? (Scott, 2001, p. 181) 

Scott (2001) points out that change has posed a problem to institutional theory because those               
who are assumed to change are also those who are assumed to be embedded in stabile                
institutions. However, institutional change has attracted a lot of attention among researchers.            
The research has covered how new institutions are created, diffused and replaced (ref).  

For this paper we define an institution as ”multifaceted, durables social structures, made up of               
symbolic elements, social activities, and material resources” (Scott, 2001, p. 48). They consist             
of “cultural-cognitive, normative, and regulative elements that, together with associated          
activities and resources, provide stability and meaning to social life” (Scott, 2001, p. 48). He               
calls these three elements the pillars of institutional theory because they provide three             
perspectives on institutions and the structures and activities that give meaning and stability are              
of three different types, and accordingly different types of changes. The cultural-cognitive            
element covers that the actors follows rules and routines because they are taken-for-granted             
scripts. The normative element emphasizes how we internalize a set of norms and values that               
controls social life. The regulative element directs our attention to how institutions limit and              
regulate our behavior through laws, regulation, surveillance and sanctions. Institutional          
change therefore means changes in laws and regulations, norms and values, as well as              
taken-for-granted cultural assumptions. Institutions are created, reproduced and transformed         
in an organizational field through the activities undertaken by the individuals and            
organizations within the field (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). In this study we focus on the               
changes of bookkeeping as an institutionalized practice within an organizational field of            
accounting, using the definition by Agevall (2005, p. 61): 

[...] actions are continuously repeated while developing an intersubjective         
understanding of cognitive and normative notions of the meaning content of the            
actions, ie. when there is consensus on what can be accepted as a reason for action.                
Language and knowledge are interwoven. Reasons for an action are linked to a             
community and to a common language and reasons that legitimize, support and            
maintain an institutionalized practice (Agevall, 2005, p. 61). 

Institutions are however not as stable as they may appear, and it requires a continuous               
reenactment of them in order for them not to erode. In the same way as institutions are                 
created, processes of deinstitutionalization can lead to that previous structures and practices            
are abandoned (Johansson, 2002). The institutions can become unstable when they are no             
longer giving the expected results, changes in the power balance that was the foundation for               
the institutions, and competing institutional logics. The causes for the changes can be external              
or internal. External factors are new technology, management innovations, political or social            
reforms, wars and revolutions and economic crisis. the change can also come from the inside               
and the actors embedded in the institutions. The internal change is made possible by two               
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conditions. Firstly, a lack of alignment between the macro and micro level. In the micro level                
many individuals change, refine and modifies, which means that in the end the macro              
structures do no longer fit their experiences. Secondly, all social structures ”particularly in the              
modern world, contain multiple institutional systems that intersect, overlap, compete for           
attention and adherents, and constrain some actors and actions, to enable others, then             
endogenous change is easier to contemplate.” (Scott, 2001, p. 188). Hence, there are at all               
times a number of competing institutional logics, which creates a political process            
characterized by power, conflict and disagreements when institutions are created and changed            
(Powell & DiMaggio, 1991). Powell and DiMaggio (1991) point out that even though rules,              
routines and practices give stability and order they are continuously recreated by actors             
through negotiation processes that are characterized by divergent views and conflicts.  

The new institutions that are created are however rarely completely new, but rather new              
combinations of elements from previous institutions. Fragments from old institutions by the            
actors in an innovative process that Douglas (1986) named bricolage. It is process that              
modifies principles, models or routines to fit new circumstances. By making analogies to             
previous institutions they borrow meaning in order to appear “natural” and be legitimate             
(Scott, 2001). This view of institutional change give the actors a more active role in handling                
new problems by improvising using the institutional elements at hand than the evolutionary             
view.  

Innovation, technology and institutional change 
Institutional theory and related approaches has integrated technology and the material mainly            
in two ways: taking it for granted or seeing it as a causal factor diffusing through an                 
organisational field leading to changes in the social sphere (Orlikowski, 2007). In general,             
such approaches has not engaged with explorations of how the characteristics of the material              
technology is related to, for example, diffusion and social impact of the technology or how the                
social shapes the technology (Pinch, 2008). While technology and the material is treated as an               
important component of change processes, “these processes are [treated as] independent of the             
actual working or material composition of the object” (Pinch, 2008: 462). For such             
technologies as software, it is, however, relatively obvious that the interface offered by the              
software will have an impact on how users engage with the institutional practice when it               
migrates into a digital environment. 
 
How technology is designed structures institutional practices in several ways. Pinch (2008)            
points to, among others, how it standardise behaviour and, as a consequence, future             
technological development. However, he argues, it is not only a matter of path dependency; as               
technology catches on meaning among its creators and users, a ‘technological frame’ - “a              
conceptual framework as well as a mode of practice and exemplar for the new technology”               
(Pinch, 2008: 473) - emerges to institutionalise certain features of the technology. At points,              
there may be struggles over the meaning of new technology for supporting institutional             
practices, making the future development of these practices uncertain. In Pinch’s (2008)            
framework, the way in which innovators work with ‘configuring’ users to understanding and             
working with the innovative technology is key for understanding which meaning is attached             
to new technology and which technology that becomes successful. 
 
This ‘selling’ of an innovative technology can be understood as a form of entrepreneurship.              
Institutions have mainly been conceptualised as an obstacle for entrepreneurship such as the             
introduction of a new technology in literature (cf. review by Pacheco et al 2010). However,               
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digitalization as a sociotechnical process (Geels & Schot, 2007), has created opportunities for             
innovation for previously marginal actors, or collectives, to exploit. This was done both by              
creating new lines of business tearing down institutionalised behavioural patterns, as well as             
by steering the development of financial accounting more directly. Bruton, Ahlstrom and Li             
(2010) identified three research streams in entrepreneurship literature using institutional          
theory: institutional setting, legitimacy and institutional entrepreneurship. Institutional theory         
has been used to analyze how the institutional context enables and constraints            
entrepreneurship (e.g. Dorado & Ventresca, 2013; Watson, 2013), how entrepreneurs gain           
legitimacy for the ventures (e.g. Sundin & Tillmar, 2007) and finally, how institutions as such               
are created and changed (e.g. Battilana, Leca and Boxenbaum, 2009).  
 
Previous research focusing on how actors attempt to change institutions has identified a             
number of activities that seems to affect the degree to which such change is accomplished:               
storytelling (Battilana et al. 2009; Zilber, 2007), networking (Battilana et al. 2010; Sundin &              
Tillmar, 2008) and designing the offer (Hargadon & Douglas, 2001). The discursive aspect of              
such entrepreneurship process has been explored in a number of studies. Entrepreneurs create             
narratives in order to mobilize resources and convince potential partners to join (Zilber,             
2007). It can transfer the meaning creators attach to technology to its potential users (cf.               
Pinch, 2008). The networking helps them mobilize resources and create legitimacy (Sundin &             
Tillmar, 2007). Hargadon and Douglas (2001) argue that the design of the new product is a                
vital element in the process when innovations displace existing institutions. The design of the              
innovation needs to exploit our past understandings, while preserving the flexibility to evolve             
beyond them and build new institutions (Hargadon & Douglas, 2001; Pinch, 2008). The             
success of innovations depends on concrete details in the design and to the extent the features                
of the innovation can evoke current understandings, while adding a new element.  

Methods 

The empirical material is based on preliminary results from the on-going research project             
“Organizing and conceptualizing accounting in times of digitalization” (2019-2021) and is at            
present in a very early stage. 

The empirical material consists of a historical narrative of the practice of small business              
accounting in Sweden. The narrative is primarily based on interviews with pioneers and             
current actors within online accounting and auditing in Sweden, but also on observations,             
document and Internet studies. The study started with interviews with entrepreneurs and            
managers from companies such as Visma, Fortnox and Wint. Both Visma and Fortnox has              
been precursors in the area of online accounting and Wint has redefined the company from an                
audit firm to a tech firm. The selection of further interviewees was based on a snowball                
selection where we at each interview asked for suggestions for relevant people to contact who               
had been involved in the development of online accounting for small businesses in Sweden.              
There are three groups of primary actors involved in the development within the             
organizational field: software developers, accounting firms and customers of accounting          
software and services (i.e. small firms). In this research a narrative methodology (Kohler             
Riessman, 2008) and ethnographic interviews (Spradley, 1979) is used in order to capture the              
entrepreneurial process over time and the meaning-making in the process of changing            
institutions using digital artifacts. These methods will be used to capture the meaning-making             
by the entrepreneurs around accounting, their entrepreneurial processes and the role of            
digitalization within the field, as well as how this understanding has developed over time. A               
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historical case gives us the necessary distance to be able to study how an innovation emerges                
from the institutions and reshapes them (Hargadon & Douglas, 2001). 

Empirical material: The development of the industry for accounting software          
aimed at small businesses in Sweden 

Case context 

In this paper we look at the case of how the development of accounting software has                
transformed bookkeeping practices among small firms in Sweden. Swedish accounting          
practices are in line with those of the rest of Europe. Bookkeeping and some form of more or                  
less simplified (depending on legal form and size of the business) yearly financial report is               
mandatory and forms the foundation for calculating the yearly tax expense. Practices are             
highly structured and regulated. Mandatory bookkeeping for small businesses was introduced           
by law already in 1855 (Nilsson and Smiciklas, 1993) and most small firms apply the same                
standardised chart of accounts, adapted to accounting and tax law, the first edition of which               
was first introduced in 1976.  

In general, the market for accounting software is structured according to national borders.             
This depends both on the fact that accounting regulation is largely issued on national level               
(although, for example, some EU-level regulation exist), but also because modern accounting            
software typically is integrated with payment systems, tax reporting systems, various types of             
industry-specific administrative software, and similar systems, which creates large barriers to           
entry on a new market. 

A market for accounting software directed at small firms began to appear in the late 1980s.                
While not mandatory for sole proprietorships, as opposed to partnerships and business forms             
with limited liability, more or less all active business use accounting software for             
bookkeeping purposes today. The supply side of the market has ever since been dominated by               
one, and later two, corporations that have over half of the market share. Both these firms are                 
located in the town of Växjö in Southeastern Sweden that currently have around 65,000              
inhabitants. Apart from software developers and firms practicing bookkeeping, an important           
player on the market is also accounting firms; both the global ‘big 4’ accountancy firms               
(KPMG, EY, Deloitte and PwC) and smaller, local firms that provide accounting services to              
small firms. These both have a direct role on the market in purchasing software that is used                 
for their clients’ accounting, but they also have an important indirect role in recommending              
their preferred accounting software to clients that do their own bookkeeping but purchase             
services such as auditing or preparation of the yearly financial report.  

SPCS and the computerization of small businesses 
In 1984, the entrepreneur Jan Älmeby founds the company SPCS and starts to sell word               
processing and spreadsheet software to small businesses. Jens Collskog, who he later on             
started Fortnox with, was hired to work at SPCS in 1989. At this time, the company had just                  
launched accounting software, previously the company had sold word processing and           
spreadsheet software, but the competition from Microsoft was deemed too difficult so the             
company moved into accounting software which they thought would be too difficult for             
Microsoft to develop for each national market. In the late 1980s the small firms in Sweden                
were computerized at a fast pace and the programs from Microsoft was pre-installed on the               
computers that were sold, so SPCS quickly realized that the market for their original programs               
was disappearing. According to Collskog, the accounting software ‘saved’ the company since            
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these types of programs are very specific to each country due to laws and regulations, which                
made them impossible to pre-install on computers worldwide. Precisely at this shift in the              
company, Jens Collskog and a group of younger people were recruited to staff a customer               
support service. 

In the beginning of the 90’s businesses in Sweden were computerized. Collskog describes the              
important technological shifts that happened during the 1990s. Accounting was no longer            
done with paper and pencil, but on the computer. In the mid-90s Windows came as a new                 
operating system replacing DOS and in the late 1990’s came Internet. SPCS was very late               
with adopting Windows and in order not to be too late again with a technological shift they                 
started to plan for developing for a platform that could be used on the Internet early on. The                  
programs could then be accessed via Internet instead of distributed on floppy disc or CD.               
However, just at this moment when they were discussing this new investment, SPCS was              
bought by the Norwegian company PC Systemer, which was then bought by Visma.             
According to Collskog, Visma was not interested at the time in 2000 in a large investment to                 
develop a new platform for the programs. According to Collskog, Jan Älmeby and he thought               
that they had come so far in their thinking and preparation for a web based platform that they                  
just could not give up the idea so they quit and started Fortnox. 

Fortnox enters the scene 
Jan Älmeby and Jens Collskog identify the opportunity to sell web based accounting software              
to small firms in order to solve the problem with updates and to make support easier. Visma                 
SPCS was at the time not interested in the investment so they left the company and started a                  
new company, Fortnox, in 2001. The business idea was to do the same thing as SPCS, but                 
with web based technology. They saw a number of benefits both for the company and the                
customers: less trouble with customers who could not install the program and had to contact               
the support, at each upgrade it was very expensive to burn the CDs and distribute them to all                  
customers, difficulties and expensive with giving support when customers had different           
versions of the software. The expense made the company postpone upgrades and accept worse              
quality than necessary. Distributing new CDs to 100 000 customers costed millions SEK. An             
upgrade online makes sure that all customers have the same version and less expensive. 

Neither Jan Älmeby, nor Jens Collskog, were programmers, both from marketing and sales, so              
they found a development company that promised they could build a web based accounting              
software for them. During this time Collskog supported himself financially by working with             
another business doing sales for other companies. In late 2003 it was evident that the               
development company they had been working with did not know web based technology and              
they had to start over with another company. Due to this it took 2.5 years until they had first                   
version of the software. They started to try to sell this to customers and rented a booth at                  
Arlanda Airport near Stockholm the capital of Sweden for a week and talked to all the                
travellers about how they could work web based while they were waiting for their flights. It                
was primarily about selling the new technology, rather than Fortnox and their particular             
product. Collskog points out that they were lucky and caught the attention of key persons               
from some of the large accounting firms that passed them. Primarily an accountant from BDO               
that thought it sounded really interesting to able to cooperate with their customers via Internet               
and came down to Växjö the next week to discuss their product with them. BDO started to use                  
the software even though it at the time was still in development and had much less features                 
than the product from SPCS. The accountant from BDO and another accountant formed an              
expert panel assisting in the development of the functionality of the product based on their               
experiences. When BDO started to use the software the rumour spread through the industry              
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and they were contacted by more firms interested in their product, including Matrisen, which              
was the biggest firm in Stockholm at the time. 

Visma SPCS vs Fortnox 
In 2019, Visma SPCS and Fortnox are the two main competitors in the market of accounting                
software for small businesses. In 2016, Visma SPCS made a 1.4 Billion SEK bid for Fortnox,                
but the offer was ultimately turned down due to the objection of the Swedish Competition               
Agency. Fortnox got a head start with web-based software due to a close cooperation with              1

accounting firms, and is in 2019 market leader in sales to accounting firms, while Visma               
SPCS retains the majority of the market shares in sales directly to small businesses.              
According to the CEO of Visma SPCS, the company has started to develop their own web                
based products, but these still have limited functionality in comparison to their other product,              
which makes it difficult to sell to firms, who are used to the more advanced not web based                  
products. Both companies consider each other the main competitor, even though there are             
other firms such as Hogia and a growing number of startups in the market. 

The end of accounting, as we know it?  
In recent years, the world of accounting has been concerned with digitalization, AI, machine              
learning, process automation, Big data, cloud computing, and what this would mean for             
accounting as a profession. The World Congress of Accountants in 2108 revolved around the              
threats and possibilities of these technological changes. On January 17, 2019, VISMA, in             
cooperation with the company Panalitix, arranges the seminar, “The move to a fully digitized              
world and how it affects us” for their network of accounting firms in Stockholm. The invited                
speaker has a background as adviser to Google and from management consultancy. He is              
invited to talk about how Blockchain technology could affect accounting firms. The seminar             
is attended by accounting firms, employees from Visma, representatives from FAR and            
professional schools and a researcher from our research group, in total approx. 40 people.              
According to the speaker, the main implication is that all transactions are updated in real time,                
which would make auditing less relevant, while giving real time insights for businesses and              
managers. He also referred to a report by KPMG showing that the accounting firms and their                
clients have diametrically different interests and expectations from the digital solutions in            
accounting. 

When asked if accounting profession is an early or late adopter with regards to digital               
payments and assets, the majority in audience considered accounting firms as late adopters.             
The speaker commented that they seems to be “sceptics at home”; they adopt it with clients,                
but not in their own business. He highlights the new “born digital” accounting firms who are                
already automated from the beginning and that focuses on serving the customers in a fully               
digital way.  

An industry expert employed by Visma and Panalitix, predicts that the new technology and              
automation will force accounting firms to change their businesses. Many of their traditional             
tasks such as entering transactions and prepare annual reports will be automated and they can               
no longer be paid per hour performing these tasks. He advises the companies involved in the                
Panalitix network that they need to consider what will be value that they will add in the future                  
and how they can get paid when the current payment model will not work. His prediction is                 
that their value could be the analysis of the data and business development services instead of                

1https://computersweden.idg.se/2.2683/1.684168/fortnox-guldsits, Accessed March 17, 2019.  
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gathering data in retrospective for reports. The assumptions are that the winners are those who               
owns the data and can sell the analysis to others. 

Born digital 
In the Swedish market, a new group of competitors have entered the scene carefully              
monitored by the current dominating companies, Visma SPCS and Fortnox. These companies            
are born digital and examples from the Swedish market are: Wint, Dooer, PE Accounting ,              2

Speedledger , and Bokio . Wint, Dooer, and PE Accounting used to be accounting firms and              3 4

are now building their own platforms. They thus sell both the accounting service and the               
software. Their ambition is to digitalize and automate the whole process and minimize any              
manual work. They build their systems for automation from the beginning by integrating             
other systems (for example Point-of-sale systems in retail). The systems they offer require a              
higher degree of standardization of the operations of the clients than previous software. Dooer              
has for example promised to revolutionize the accounting industry by making business fun             5

and easy. 

Discussion and conclusions 

Our findings show that the field consists of three groups of actors: software developers,              
accounting firms and customers of accounting software and services (i.e. small firms). Three             
main structural shifts have occurred in the field. In the first shift, a pioneering software               
developer, forced by a changing competitive structure in the office software sector, approach             
accounting practice from outside the field and creates opportunities for an accounting            
software industry aimed at smaller business. This was made successful largely by            
sidestepping the accounting firms that previously relied on their professional knowledge and            
image of reliability as argument for preparing small firms’ accounting, effectively           
computerising the accounting practices of small firms. In the second shift, a group of              
employees at the pioneering software firm creates a new firm exploiting the emergence of              
Internet technology bringing about the dominance of online-based accounting systems. The           
pioneering firm was by then integrated in a major corporate structure in which the parent               
company was unwilling to invest in the new technology. The new software firm was made               
successful largely by allying with accounting firms, which by the new technology received an              
efficient vehicle for working with customers. The third shift is a process of ongoing              
automation of accounting combined with changing pricing practices among accounting firms.           
We thus see a move from computerization to digitalization, and further into a future of               
presumed increasing automation. 

The bookkeeping practices of small businesses has changed in two steps during the study              
period. In the first phase, existing practices were computerised, meaning that the received             
practices of entering transactions into a physical journal and ledger according to the logic of               
balance were simply moved into a computerised environment. This gradually allowed for new             
functions to be added to the accounting software, but the basic procedures and logic of               
transaction entry remained. In the second phase, which is still taking place, the basic logic of                
transaction entry gradually transformed. While the Italian system of double-entry          
bookkeeping, based on the notion of of balance in which every transaction has two equally               

2 https://www.accounting.pe/. Accessed March 17, 2019. 
3 https://www.speedledger.se/. Accessed March 17, 2019 
4 https://www.bokio.se/. Accessed March 17, 2019 
5 https://www.dooer.com/omoss. Accessed March 17, 2019 
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sized aspects (Littleton, 1928), is dominating manual entry functions in accounting           
applications, the users are increasingly applying what may be described as a single entry              
method of bookkeeping. In such application, information about a payment or invoice is             
entered into the system (manually, electronically or by extraction of information from a             
scanned document) and is classified either automatically or by the user and then automatically              
entered into the journal and ledger. 

While computerisation was a precursor to institutional change, it did little in itself for              
changing the cognitive, normative or regulative foundations (cf. Scott, 2001) of           
institutionalised small-business bookkeeping practices. In fact, the design of the products was            
clearly based on the familiar, the first software was basically the physical book but on the                
computer screen, while gradually introducing new features that were made possible by digital             
technology. Arguably, the initial innovation of SPCS only very partially introduced a new             
institutional logic to accounting as institutionalised practice. This trajectory continued with           
the introduction of online-based accounting applications, that was marketed as providing the            
opportunity for accessing the files from any computer, which facilitated cooperation with            
accounting firms, among others, but were very similar to the locally-installed software in its              
interface. This development did, however, change the norm about what is considered rational             
and modern bookkeeping into something performed on a computer and, later, online rather             
than on paper.  

More recent developments towards automation and non-use of the debit/credit system of            
journal entries, however, can be interpreted as a more pronounced attempt at redefining the              
basic institutional logic of small-business bookkeeping. First, such tendencies increasingly rid           
bookkeeping practices of the basic concept of balance, introducing a different schema for how              
to record transactions, creating pressures for change of the cognitive foundation of received             
practices (Johansson, 2002; Scott, 2001; Powell & DiMaggio, 1991). Second, since           
knowledge of the structure and symbolic significance of terms in the bookkeeping system             
becomes embedded in computer code, it becomes less important for business owners to             
understand the system. Some basic proficiency in standard bookkeeping practices could be            
argued to have been part of the role of business owners for a long time and such changes thus                   
have the implication of a changing role of small business owners. Erosion of this knowledge               
among small firms have, also, field-wide implications in the form of new situation of              
dependence in the institutional field as small businesses becomes increasingly dependent on            
the knowledge of software developers or accounting firms, redefining the relations of these             
three groups of actors.  

This case shows that the practices of small business bookkeeping are slowly changing through              
a mix of exogenous forces of new technology and endogenous entrepreneurial action. The             
developments in computer technology and IT made new practices possible, but they were             
introduced and established in the field of accounting through the entrepreneurial action of             
software developers and accounting firms embedded in the field. We can conclude that there              
are a number of different entrepreneurs in this case and that agency is diffused in a network of                  
actors and materiality. The initial entrepreneurial action identified an opportunity within a            
niche not targeted by the global actor Microsoft. The entrepreneurs and founders of SPCS              
took advantage of the increasing acceptance of personal computers and sold their software             
directly to the small business owners; thereby benefiting from the changes in norms and              
practices brought on by the computerization. In the second stage the entrepreneurs had to a               
larger extent mobilize support for their product and promote a different set of norms and               
practices linked to web based programs and the cloud. The startup as a marginal player               
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mobilized support through networking (cf. Battilana et al., 2009), and found a few accounting              
firms willing to commit to the venture and develop the product together with them. The               
entrepreneurs realized very early on when they started selling the products that they also had               
to “sell the technology” and configure its potential customers to the new way of working with                
bookkeeping (Pinch, 2008). The latest developments with a number of fintech startups            
entering the field from fields with other institutional logics and an intensified discussion of              
automatization and artificial intelligence in bookkeeping among established firms has further           
destabilized the field. The cheaper and standardized software from the startups requires            
automatization, but also standardization of the operations by the clients. 

Through the process it is noticeable how the design of the products and services evoke               
understandings of bookkeeping as a practice (cf. Hargadon & Douglas, 2001), while adding             
very little new elements, which could be attributed to bookkeeping as a highly             
institutionalized practice, and the technological framing (Pinch, 2008) of bookkeeping          
software therefore being characterised by changing in small steps to remain relevant. The first              
programs to be installed on a PC mimicked the physical ledgers, and, the first online version                
was a copy of the first software. The most recent versions on the other hand blends the small                  
business owners’ familiarity with apps and data rather than bookkeeping and creates a new              
combination. Creating new narratives supporting the new framing of the problem is also a              
vital part of the entrepreneurial process (Battilana et al. 2009; Zilber, 2007). Signifying of this               
how bookkeeping is no longer portrayed by the new generation of startups as a difficult and                
complicated practice requiring professional knowledge about the principles of accounting. To           
conclude, the preliminary results from our research indicates that the small business            
accounting in Sweden has been transformed and is in the process of being further changed due                
to actors from startups and established software developers are actively mobilizing to change             
the practice of bookkeeping. 
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